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Practical Guide: AI in Local Government  
 

The use of AI within local government has been steadily increasing over the last few years – from 

Westminster City Council tackling fly fipping, Cheshire West & Chester Council automafing most 

common services, it is no surprise that arfificial Intelligence has transformed conveyancing processes in 

the local government by streamlining operafions, improving efficiency, and enhancing cifizen 

experiences. 

 

This pracfical guide seeks to provide local government conveyancing professionals with guidance on 

successfully ufilising AI in conveyancing. The guide discusses training needs, the use of electronic 

signatures, GDPR compliance as well as ethical and legal considerafions when implemenfing an AI 

system. Arfificial intelligence has the capability to streamline the conveyancing processes, enhance 

efficiency and accuracy, reduce administrafive burden, improve compliance, and risk management, and 

enhance the cifizen experience, but where does one begin? 

 

1. Where, how, and why? 

If you are considering implemenfing an AI solufion within your council, you must first idenfify the 

specific areas within conveyancing transacfions and/or processes where AI can add value. For example, 

consider which elements of the process could benefit from a reduced administrafive burden or 

automafion. Automated property searches, extracfing relevant informafion from documents, or 

streamlining due diligence checks are key considerafions for many. Evaluate the current processes and 

idenfify areas which could benefit from AI automafion to improve efficiency and reduce administrafive 

burdens. 

 

2. Finding a suitable AI Solufion 

Research and explore AI solufions specifically designed for local government. Considerafion of the 

system’s integrafion, scalability, compafibility with exisfing systems, and the ability to handle and 

comply with local regulafions and requirements will be key. Choosing the correct AI system for each 

local authority requires caufious considerafion of the respecfive factors: 

 

2.1. Your objecfives 

Clearly and concisely outline the council’s requirements and strategic objecfives. Determine the exact 

challenges you would like to address with AI. For example, this may involve improving efficiency, 

enhancing security, or streamlining the departments document management. This will enable you to 

narrow down the choices and focus on an ideal solufion which aligns with your council's strategic 

objecfives. 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/oct/28/nearly-half-of-councils-in-great-britain-use-algorithms-to-help-make-claims-decisions
https://www.westminster.gov.uk/news/cctv-trialled-hotspot-areas-catch-fly-tippers-abandoning-household-and-building-waste
https://www.cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk/residents/contact-us/about-aida
https://www.sra.org.uk/globalassets/documents/sra/research/technology-legal-services.pdf?version=4a1abc
https://www.ics.ai/ai-transformation-for-lrg
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2.2. AI research 

Conduct research to idenfify AI solufions that are purposely designed for conveyancing processes. Look 

for reputable AI system providers that have a track record of successful implementafions in the 

industry, such as DocuSign, discussed later in the guide. Consider the system’s features, funcfionality, 

scalability, and compafibility with exisfing systems and programs used by the local authority.  

 

2.3. Features 

Seek out features which may aid in the conveyancing processes, such as when researching a potenfial 

AI system, consider features such as ID verificafion, document analysis, language processing, and 

predicfive analyfics which may assist in the conveyancing processes. Consider how these competencies 

align with the council’s specific needs and how they can improve the local authority’s conveyancing 

processes. 

 

2.4. Integrafion and compafibility 

Consider and evaluate how an AI solufion could integrate with the council’s currently used systems, 

programs and workflows. This might be tricky if the council is currently using older or outdated 

systems. Contemplate the system’s compafibility with the document management systems, electronic 

signature plafforms, and other relevant tools. This will make the integrafion process smoother thus 

minimising disrupfions to the council’s current processes. 

 

2.5. Data compliance and security 

Security and compliance are further crifical considerafions when choosing the most appropriate 

system. Ensure that the chosen AI system adheres to standards and regulafions, such as data privacy 

and protecfion requirements. Look for cerfificafions or security measures implemented by the AI 

system providers to safeguard sensifive informafion. 

 

2.6. Confinuous support and training 

Consider the level of support and training provided by the AI system providers. Evaluate their 

responsiveness, availability, and inclinafion to assist with implementafion, training, and ongoing 

support. A reliable provider should offer comprehensive training resources and responsive customer 

support to ensure a successful implementafion of the chosen AI solufion. 

 

2.7. Feedback 

Reach out and contact other organisafions who have implemented the AI solufions you are considering. 

Do not be afraid to ask for feedback and insights on the system’s performance, usability, and overall 
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safisfacfion. References provide invaluable insights which may help you make an informed decision, or 

alternafively, lead you to alternafive system providers. 

 

Following the above steps, you will be able to make an informed choice and select the AI solufion that 

best suits the council’s needs, aligns with strategic objecfives, and improves the conveyancing 

processes. 

 

3. Examples of AI System Providers 

 

3.1. Luminance is an AI-powered plafform that uses machine learning algorithms to analyse and 

extract informafion from legal documents, including those involved in conveyancing. Their 

system helps idenfify key clauses, risks, and anomalies, which enhances the streamlining of the 

due diligence processes.  

 

3.2. ThoughtRiver provides an AI-driven contract analysis plafform that can be used in 

conveyancing. Their system uses natural language processing and machine learning to review 

and assess contracts, flagging potenfial risks and providing insights to conveyancers. 

 

3.3. Kira Systems offers an AI-powered contract analysis software that can be used in conveyancing. 

Their system uses machine learning to extract and analyse informafion from contracts, helping 

conveyancers review and assess legal documents more efficiently. 

3.4. eBrevia offers an AI-powered contract analysis plafform that can be applied to conveyancing. 

Their system uses natural language processing and machine learning to extract and analyse 

data from contracts, helping conveyancers streamline the review process. 

 

3.5. Leverton provides an AI-powered data extracfion and analysis plafform for real estate 

documents, including those involved in conveyancing. Leverton uses machine learning to 

extract relevant informafion from documents, improving efficiency and accuracy in the 

conveyancing process.  

 

3.6. DocuSign can be beneficial in the conveyancing process by providing electronic signature 

capabilifies and streamlining document management. DocuSign allows all parfies involved in a 

conveyancing transacfion, including buyers, sellers, conveyancers, and lenders, to electronically 

sign documents. DocuSign’s verificafion solufion uses advanced algorithms which analyse 

idenfificafion documents and match them with the signatory's biometric data. DocuSign 

enhances the security and reliability of electronic signatures thus reducing the risk of 

fraudulent acfivifies. 

https://www.luminance.com/
https://www.thoughtriver.com/
https://kirasystems.com/
https://www.dfinsolutions.com/products/ebrevia
https://mricontractintelligence.com/
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwi00ciAts-AAxXTPQYAHbV4BqQYABAAGgJ3cw&gclid=CjwKCAjw8symBhAqEiwAaTA__FoTMvj6jyDkCsnPmsBaL8XRVc7dlRtTUoCyCOZP_Kg1mkvr2gNZshoChZcQAvD_BwE&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESauD2ukOZFbE-Xp1XZaOHwxa3g2BlBq4wDwzX3vLqk7pFICqRnMMCgxKtkcpy9kaN8oNmFsqxyWDlbpTI4zncPEkLR-RVvQCkEfxHBAGUnCwGEZjWaPCvCYSjPJWcjvZcQbQLQS5j5Cq6ORc&sig=AOD64_0ssOYohxgctmstoXoN8XzhaRQkGA&q&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwj8uMKAts-AAxWwT6QEHVh_DqAQ0Qx6BAgNEAE
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The above examples discussed above are specifically designed to assist conveyancers in diverse aspects 

of the conveyancing process, such as document analysis, contract review, automafion, risk assessment 

and more. Choose a system provider based on the council’s specific requirements, compafibility with 

exisfing systems and workflows as well as the needs and objecfives of the council.  

 

4. Training Needs for AI Adopfion 

 

To effecfively use AI in conveyancing, staff members will require confinuing, specific training to ensure 

they can use AI system tools effecfively. The training should cover the undermenfioned areas: 

 

4.1. Understanding of AI technology 

Staff members should receive an overview of AI systems, including their capabilifies, limitafions, and 

potenfial applicafions in conveyancing. Legal professionals must understand the basics of arfificial 

intelligence and its relevance to their parficular area of pracfice.  

 

4.2. Understanding of AI system tools 

Training should focus on providing hands-on experience with the AI tools being implemented in the 

conveyancing process. Training should be provided regularly to ensure best ufility of the system which 

will allow the authority to maximise the benefits of the system.  

 

4.3. Data management 

Arfificial intelligence relies on quality, up to date data for accurate results. Staff should be proficient in 

data management, including data collecfion, best pracfices, cleaning, and data validafion. Legal 

professionals must understand the importance of maintaining data integrity and privacy when ufilising 

AI systems.  

 

4.4. Collaborafion 

Staff must learn how to collaborate with AI systems effecfively. This includes understanding how to 

input data, interpret AI-generated insights, and make informed decisions based on AI 

recommendafions. 

 

4.5. Ethical and legal considerafions 

In local government, ethical and legal considerafions surrounding the use of AI hold parficular 

significance. During the period of implementafion, it is vital that the council addresses potenfial issues 

such as bias, transparency, and adherence to ethical standards on a confinuous basis. Ensuring the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0720048X19304188
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responsible and fair use of AI not only maintains public trust but also maintains the values of jusfice 

and equity that are central to local governance. 

 

4.6. Confinuous learning approach 

AI technology advances rapidly thus staff should be confinually encouraged to engage in confinuous 

learning and stay updated on the latest advancements in AI. This will allow them to adapt to innovafive 

tools and techniques as they emerge. Considerafion must be given to the fime and financial input such 

training requires. 

 

It is recommended to collaborate with AI system providers to develop customised training programs 

tailored directly to the specific AI tools and processes being implemented in the local government's 

legal department. This will guarantee that staff members are equipped with the required knowledge 

and skills to use AI effecfively and drive successful outcomes. 

 

5. Ethics and bias 

In local government legal contexts, the possibility of bias in AI systems requires careful aftenfion. AI 

system models are trained on historical data, which can inadvertently perpetuate exisfing biases. It is 

crucial to educate staff about the significance of detecfing and mifigafing potenfial bias within the AI 

system. This is parficularly crifical in local government seftings, where decisions can impact diverse 

communifies.  Legal professionals should be sensifised to situafions where AI systems may 

inadvertently reinforce discriminatory pracfices or unbalanced outcomes. For example, if an arfificial 

intelligence system is assisfing in selecfing candidates for public programs or parficipafion, it should be 

closely monitored to ensure equal representafion and fairness amongst the candidates. 

 

5.1. Transparency and accountability  

Decisions driven by AI must be transparent and understandable. Training must emphasise the 

significance of AI models providing clear explanafions for their conclusions. This is especially crucial in 

legal mafters where comprehensible decision-making is essenfial for building trust and confidence. 

Transparent AI systems empower local government legal professionals to explain to residents how AI-

generated insights were reached. A high level of accountability is vital because it demonstrates 

alignment with the commitment to serving and upholding public interest. 

 

5.2. Official Guidance 

Familiarity with relevant policy documents which outline ethical AI pracfices is vital. Within the UK 

context, the White Paper on Arfificial Intelligence serves as a guiding document for AI ethics and 

regulafions. While not legally binding at present, the White Paper will in fime, and with amendment, 

become law, as such, the principles laid out in the White Paper offer a roadmap for ethical AI 

https://policyreview.info/concepts/transparency-artificial-intelligence
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ai-regulation-a-pro-innovation-approach/white-paper#part-2-the-current-regulatory-environment
https://www.shlegal.com/insights/the-uk's-white-paper-on-ai-regulation-a-pro-innovation-approach
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implementafion. Similarly, the EU Parliament's recommendafions and proposed bills on AI ethics 

provide valuable insights into responsible AI system use. These documents assist local government legal 

departments with understanding of best pracfices and help align their AI inifiafives with broader ethical 

considerafions. 

 

5.3. Cross-Border Implicafions 

As local government legal departments navigate cross-border legal mafters, understanding the ethical 

and legal magnitudes of AI becomes even more essenfial. Though non-binding, documents like the UK 

White Paper and EU Parliament bills can play a role in guiding ethical AI pracfices, especially in cross-

border scenarios. Local government legal professionals ought to be aware of these documents and the 

ethical principles they advocate. This awareness can aid in maintaining ethical AI pracfices even in 

complex, cross-border legal situafions. 

 

Educafing local government legal professionals about ethical and legal aspects of AI, parficularly in the 

context of bias mifigafion, transparency, and policy references, enables these departments to lead the 

way in responsible AI integrafion. By maintaining and upholding ethical standards and ensuring such 

technologies align with local community values, local government legal departments demonstrate their 

commitment to developing unbiased and equitable communifies. 

 

6. Electronic Signatures & Seals 

 

Electronic signatures have become a vital part of modernising conveyancing processes, offering 

convenience, efficiency, and security. To improve the reliability and security of electronic signatures, it 

is worth exploring AI-based ID verificafion solufions. Such solufions use AI algorithms to verify the 

idenfity of signatories, ensuring that the signatures are authenfic and legally binding. 

 

One example of AI-based ID verificafion is offered by DocuSign, aforemenfioned provider of electronic 

signature solufions. When electronic signatures are implemented into the exisfing conveyancing 

workflows, it is crucial to ensure that legal professionals have been familiarised with the legal 

framework surrounding electronic signatures in their jurisdicfion; it is vital to be aware of the specific 

regulafions and requirements for electronic signatures to be legally valid. Ensure that the electronic 

signature solufion you choose complies with these regulafions to ensure the legality and enforceability 

of the signed documents. 

 

In addifion to electronic signatures, implemenfing electronic sealing solufions can further modernise 

and streamline document management and improve efficiency during conveyancing processes. 

DocuSign, for example, offers electronic sealing solufions that enable local councils and government 

https://www.shlegal.com/insights/the-uk's-white-paper-on-ai-regulation-a-pro-innovation-approach
https://policycommons.net/artifacts/1337743/eu-guidelines-on-ethics-in-artificial-intelligence/1945725/
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agencies to securely seal and manage documents electronically. This eliminates the requirement of 

physical seals and reduces the administrafive burden associated with tradifional sealing processes. 

 

By ufilising AI-based ID verificafion and electronic sealing solufions, local governments can enhance the 

security, efficiency, reliability, and effecfiveness of their conveyancing processes. These technologies 

not only streamline document management but contribute to a sustainable and environmentally 

friendly approach through the reducfion of paper usage. 

 

As an example, Hull City Council has successfully implemented DocuSign's electronic signature solufion 

to streamline their conveyancing processes. By adopfing electronic signatures and AI-based ID 

verificafion, they have improved efficiency, reduced administrafive burdens, and enhanced the overall 

customer experience. Furthermore, the use of electronic sealing solufions has further streamlined 

document management and ensured the security of important conveyancing documents. This 

successful implementafion showcases the benefits of AI-powered technologies. 

 

7. GDPR Considerafions 

 

When implemenfing AI in conveyancing, it is crucial to priorifise GDPR compliance to protect the 

privacy and rights of individuals. The General Data Protecfion Regulafion (GDPR) sets strict guidelines 

for the processing and handling of personal data. Here are some key considerafions to ensure GDPR 

compliance when using AI in conveyancing: 

 

7.1. Data Protecfion Impact Assessment (DPIA) 

Conduct a DPIA to assess the potenfial risks and impacts of using AI in conveyancing on individuals' 

privacy rights. This assessment helps idenfify and mifigate any potenfial privacy risks associated with 

the AI solufion. 

 

7.2. Data processing 

Ensure that you have a lawful basis for processing personal data under the GDPR. This, for example, 

may could include obtaining explicit consent from individuals, fulfilling a contractual obligafion, or 

complying with legal obligafions. Document the lawful basis for processing and ensure that it aligns 

with the specific purposes for which the AI solufion is being used. 

 

7.3. Data collecfion 

Apply the principle of data minimisafion when using AI in conveyancing. Only collect and process 

personal data that is necessary for the specific purpose of the AI solufion. Avoid unnecessary or 

excessive data collecfion to minimise privacy risks. 

https://www.docusign.co.uk/blog/hull-city-council-elects-docusign
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/uk-gdpr-guidance-and-resources/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S026736491830044X
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7.4. Transparency and fairness 

Those requesfing informafion in relafion to the system use should be provided with clear and concise 

informafion about the processing of their personal data by the AI system. This includes informing them 

about the purpose, legal basis, and any automated decision-making involved. Ensure that individuals 

have the right to access, recfify, and erase their personal data as required by the GDPR. 

 

7.5. Security measures 

Implement appropriate technical and organisafional security measures to protect personal data 

processed by the AI system. This includes encrypfion, access controls, regular data backups, and 

ongoing monitoring to detect and respond to any data breaches or security incidents. 

 

7.6. Data sharing and third-party processors 

If personal data is shared with third-party processors or service providers as part of the AI solufion, 

ensure that appropriate data processing agreements are in place. Such agreements must outline the 

responsibilifies, obligafions, and safeguards currently in place which enable the protecfion of personal 

data in accordance with the GDPR. 

 

7.7. Retenfion and data removal 

Establish clear retenfion periods for personal data processed by the AI system. Ensure that data is not 

kept for longer than necessary and is securely disposed of when no longer needed. 

 

By considering these GDPR considerafions, you can ensure that the deployment of AI system in 

conveyancing aligns with the values of data protecfion, consent, and transparency mandated by the 

GDPR. Such measures build trust with residents and demonstrates the council’s commitment to 

safeguarding cifizen privacy rights. 

 

8. Risk Management 

Although the use of AI technology can enhance and improve efficiency of local government legal teams, 

and in parficular, the conveyancing processes, it also presents numerous risks that need to be managed 

effecfively. Several potenfial risks have already been discussed above, however, to efficiently manage 

risks, a well-organised risk management system is required. Where possible, form a mulfidisciplinary 

team comprising legal, IT, data protecfion, and policy specialists/lawyers to oversee the risk 

management process. The team can be granted responsibility for idenfifying, assessing, and mifigafing 

AI-related risks. The team can regularly perform a comprehensive risk assessment to idenfify potenfial 

risks and consider factors such as data privacy, bias, security breaches, legal compliance, and public 

percepfion which in turn will enable the council to meet its strategy objecfive through ufilisafion of AI 
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systems.Based on the idenfified risks, develop policies to mifigate any arising risks effecfively. Key 

strategies may include: 

 

8.1. Data governance 

Establish robust data governance policies and procedures to ensure data quality, security, and 

compliance with relevant regulafions. Implement measures to protect sensifive data and prevent 

unauthorised access. 

 

8.2. Ethical AI framework 

Develop an ethical framework for AI use, ensuring transparency, fairness, and accountability. Consider 

the impact of AI on vulnerable groups and ensure that decision-making algorithms are unbiased and 

explainable. 

 

8.3. Regulatory compliance 

Confinually stay up to date with legal developments and regulafions related to arfificial intelligence. 

Ensure the legal team’s confinuous compliance with data protecfion laws, intellectual property rights, 

and any other relevant legislafion. 

 

8.4. Public engagement 

Engage with the public and local community residents to address concerns and build trust. 

Communicate the benefits and risks of AI implementafion transparently and seek public input in the 

decision-making processes. 

 

8.5. Monitoring 

Regularly monitor the effecfiveness of risk mifigafion strategies and adapt them as needed. Stay 

informed about emerging AI threats and technological advancements to proacfively manage risks. 

 

8.6. Collaborafion 

Collaborafion and engagement with other local authorifies, industry associafions, and regulatory 

bodies to share best pracfices and lessons learned is key in the confinuous development of best 

pracfices and guidance relafing to AI ufility. Collaborate on developing industry standards and 

guidelines for AI risk management. 

 

The implementafion of AI in conveyancing transacfions by local authorifies offers substanfial benefits in 

terms of efficiency, accuracy, and cifizen service delivery. By considering pracfical aspects such as 

specific use cases, tailored AI tools, data quality, staff training, integrafion, performance monitoring, 

https://deliverypdf.ssrn.com/delivery.php?ID=637013125091127098125004002101094101049046040041043039068117072110070125000086126110037057053027056034097000092074120084025083042044003061022001070090098077122006108050021060096086087125074099127118071067020094003086110126067074123026099092015114031105&EXT=pdf&INDEX=TRUE
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data security, and transparent communicafion with cifizens, local government authorifies can 

effecfively implement AI and opfimise its impact on their conveyancing processes. 

 
Disclaimer: In respect of examples of AI providers at paragraph 3, LLG in no way endorses or recommends said providers but 

merely lists them as examples currently providing services within the market.  
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